Dragon Husband 1610 part 1
Chapter 1610 Three Major Events
The people at the scene were in an uproar!
Is this Hu Yixiao crazy!
Come up with such a crazy gamble!
If they lose, they have to give up the position of the nine sects!
This is a bet on the honor of a sect!
He is so bold!
There is no one who dares to answer the conversation.
All looked at the old suzerain.
And the old Sect Master’s face showed a tangled look.
He was tempted by the supreme temptation of the head of the nine sects, but on
the other hand he did not dare.
After all, he is too conservative to accept such a big bet.
“Why, don’t you dare?” Hu Yixiao asked again, with a hint of sarcasm on his face.
“Dare, why don’t you dare? Don’t let the points sent to your hand be in vain.” A
clear voice came.
It was Wiliam who followed the prestige.
Where does Wiliam have the courage!
How dare to call the shots for the suzerain!
“Wiliam! You!” Chen Zhongyan immediately jumped out and was about to scold
Wiliam, but he swallowed abruptly when he was halfway through his speech.
Because he didn’t dare to show any disrespect to Wiliam anymore.
At this time, Song Hanyu also stood up and said, “Why not dare? Wiliam’s decision
is my decision. And my decision, Master, can it represent your decision?”

Song Hanyu’s mood at the moment is also very nervous.
She didn’t know that Wiliam would jump out at this juncture and agree.
But she can only choose to believe in Wiliam and stand on the same front with
him without hesitation.
The old sect master looked at Song Hanyu and suddenly sighed.
The age spots on the face seemed to deepen suddenly.
He slowly turned around and said heavily, “Han Yu, you can make a decision.”
It seemed that the burdens and obsessions of this life were all delivered to Song
Hanyu’s shoulders.
Song Hanyu nodded and looked at Hu Yixiao again, “Although this bet is of no use
to us, if we don’t bet with you, we still have a great chance of being included in
the nine sects. But you have to follow us. Gamble, we promised it, not afraid.”
Hu Yixiao looked at Song Hanyu in astonishment, “It’s worthy of being a double
pride, this courage, this courage! It’s a great blessing to have you in the golden
jade volley! Good! We all remember today’s gambling appointment, and
tomorrow’s arena, let’s see the result. “
With that, Hu Yixiao left Jinyu Volley with satisfaction.
And Chi Zhan naturally followed him, showing no sorrow for Jin Yu Volley.
After they were all gone, Chen Zhongyan ran to the old sect master and said
eagerly: “Old sect master, never! How can we agree to their gambling agreement!
This seems to be Hu Yixiao’s conspiracy, we This is jumping into the fire pit!”
The old sect master glanced at Chen Zhongyan coldly, and said, “Since you took
the Chi Zhan into the golden jade volley, we have already jumped into the fire
pit.”
Chen Zhongyan was so stunned that he couldn’t say a word, so he could only
lower his head in shame.
“But I can’t completely blame you for this matter. I am obsessed with too much
and blinded my eyes. When I knew Chi Zhan’s character and identity at first, we
shouldn’t let him play on our behalf.” The old sect master sighed again. Said.
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Chen Zhongyan only breathed a sigh of relief.

Fortunately, the lord did not completely let him carry this pot.
“Leave this to Han Yu. I am old. I am really old and tired.” After the battle, the old
sect master seemed to be discouraged, even the position of Jiu Zong who was in
front of him. , All feel lacklustre.
“This, this! Will you still be the master?” Chen Zhongyan felt very wrong when he
heard this.
It seems that the old Zong mainly handed over the power to Song Hanyu.
Is this okay?
“Is there anything else that needs my old bone to call the shots?” the old sect
master asked rhetorically.
“That’s not the case! According to Hu Yixiao, we must be very important to the
people of Shang Chi Zhan next! In other words, we must choose between Wiliam
and Song Hanyu!” Chen Zhongyan said immediately.
“Chen Zhongyan, you don’t have to say any more, I have already made a decision.
When I face Wiliam, I will give up the game and let Wiliam advance.” Song Hanyu
said coldly from the side.
“What!” The people on the scene were in an uproar!
I didn’t expect Song Hanyu’s decision to come so quickly!
In other words, Jinyu Volley wants to put all the bets on an outsider!
If Wiliam betrayed again, Jin Yu Volley would really be over!
“No! Don’t do it at this time! Old Sect Master, you heard it too! Now Song Hanyu
has begun to get angry! How can we put the treasure on…” Chen Zhongyan still
wanted to speak, but was interrupted by Song Hanyu. .
“What’s wrong with Wiliam? If Wiliam has a problem like Chi Zhan, I am willing to
apologize. And I will ask you, Wiliam walks along the way, you all see it in your
eyes. Which match is not? Winning is easy. His strength is unfathomable, and
even I have no confidence in defeating him. Also, so far, his points have reached
an amazing level. So I support Wiliam “Song Hanyu said word by word.
Even the self-sufficient apology was spoken out, and everyone at the scene was
dumbfounded.
This courage, this responsibility, is much better than Chen Zhongyan.
“Listen to Hanyu for everything, I’m tired, I’ll go back to rest.” The old sect
master glanced at Song Hanyu and Wiliam, and then slowly left.

All the people left in amazement.
And Song Hanyu also patted Wiliam on the shoulder, and said sincerely to Wiliam:
“Wiliam, I really rely on you next. There is only this I can say.”
Wiliam smiled and said, “Don’t worry, I’m here, you can take a good rest.”
Song Hanyu was in a very unhappy mood even now, and she didn’t want to talk
any more, so she left the living room directly.
This night, at least the people in the Xianghualixue Sect could not sleep.
Early the next morning, they concentrated on rushing to the ring.
As soon as the ring was reached, the side was already full of people.
Especially on a bulletin board, there was a crowd of people, and there was a burst
of noise, as if something unbelievable had happened.
Liu Yuntian squeezed in and took a look. When he came back, his face was as
sinking as water.
He looked at everyone, sighed, and said, “We underestimated Hu Yixiao.”
“There were three things announced over there. One thing was that Chi Zhan
officially joined Qijian Zutian and played on their behalf. Because they had
previously vacated a spot, they were in compliance with the rules.”
“The second thing is that we Jinyu Volley and Qijian Zhetian have formed an
agreement privately, and the two sides will fight, and the winner will get all the
points of the loser. I never thought that they were really capable of getting
through the above and changed the rules.”
“What’s even more incredible is the third thing. All the next games will end
within one day! It seems that something big happened above, hurry back!”

